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1: Appendix D: Keyboard Shortcuts
Appendix D: Keyboard Shortcuts In addition to all of the well known Microsoft shortcuts like [Ctrl] + C for Copy or [Ctrl] +
V for Paste, WhisperReporter supports a variety of keyboard shortcuts of it's own.

Flexowriter keyboard with 13 function keys on the right. Although the Flexowriter could be used as a
computer terminal , this electromechanical typewriter was primarily intended as a stand-alone word processing
system. The interpretation of the function keys was determined by the programming of a plugboard inside the
back of the machine. Later models replaced this with a numeric keypad , and moved the function keys to 24
keys at the top of the keyboard. The classic Mac OS supported system extensions known generally as FKEYS
which could be installed in the System file and could be accessed with a Command -Shift- number keystroke
combination Command-Shift-3 was the screen capture function included with the system, and was installed as
an FKEY ; however, early Macintosh keyboards did not support numbered function keys in the normal sense.
Since the introduction of the Apple Extended Keyboard with the Macintosh II, however, keyboards with
function keys have been available, though they did not become standard until the mids. They have not
traditionally been a major part of the Mac user interface, however, and are generally only used on
cross-platform programs. According to the Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines , they are reserved for
customization by the user. Current Mac keyboards include specialized function keys for controlling sound
volume. Former keyboards and Apple Keyboard with numeric keypad has the F1â€”F19 keys. Function keys
were not standard on Apple notebook hardware until the introduction of the PowerBook and the PowerBook
For the most part, Mac laptops have keys F1 through F12, with pre-defined actions for some, including
controlling sound volume and screen brightness. Atari XL had four additional keys labeled F1 through F4 with
pre-defined actions, mainly related to cursor movement. The break, arrow, and copy keys could function as
F10â€”F The case included a transparent plastic strip above them to hold a function key reference card.
Commodore VIC and C Like the Commodore , this also had a Help key. Graphing calculators , particularly
those from Texas Instruments , Hewlett-Packard and Casio , usually include a row of function keys with
various preassigned functions on a standard hand-held calculator, these would be the top row of buttons under
the screen. On low-end models such as the TI -series, these function mainly as an extension of the main
keyboard, but on high-end calculators the functions change with the mode, sometimes acting as menu
navigation keys as well. HP series terminals An early use of function keys These keys, along with "Enter,"
"Help," and several others, generate "AID codes," informing the host computer that user-entered data is ready
to be read. F1 to F12 usually in three 4-key groups across the top of the keyboard. Some IBM compatible
keyboards, e. Many modern PC keyboards also include specialized keys for multimedia and operating system
functions. Action on various programs and operating systems[ edit ] Mac OS[ edit ] In the classic Mac OS ,
the function keys could be configured by the user, with the Function Keys control panel, to start a program or
run an AppleScript.
2: GrafEq Manual - Keyboard Shortcuts (Macintosh)
University of Mary Washington College Avenue Fredericksburg, Virginia

3: Appendix D: Shortcuts for Direct Access | Hardware, Software, and Systems
Appendix D: Shortcuts and Hotkeys ChemDraw Shortcuts See also "ChemDraw Hotkeys". File Commands
Command+N new document Command+S save document Command+O open document.

4: GrafEq Manual - Keyboard Shortcuts (Windows)
Appendix D: Shortcuts for Direct Access We've introduced the Direct Access feature which allows you to navigate
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directly to a specific menu, form, job, or QuickFlow if the seven-character name is known.

5: Microsoft Office Excel Part 2
Appendix D: Microsoft Word Common Keyboard Shortcuts The following table lists common keyboard shortcuts you can
use in Word Function Shortcut Open a document Ctrl + O Create a.

6: Appendix A. Commands and Gestures
This shortcut does the same thing as typing "clear" at a command line. [Ctrl] + [u] = clear the current line. If you are
working in a terminal, use this shortcut to clear the current line from the cursor all the way to the end of the line.

7: Appendix D: Statistical Codes
Learning about keys, keyboard shortcuts, and gestures New and changed VoiceOver commands in Mac OS X
VoiceOver in Mac OS X introduces several new and changed commands.

8: Function key - Wikipedia
Appendix D. Master List of Gestures & Keyboard Shortcuts Here it is, by popular, frustrated demand: The master list of
every secret (or not-so-secret) keystroke in Windows 8. Clip and post to your monitor (unless, of course, you got this
book from the library).

9: Keyboard Shortcuts - OracleÂ® Solaris Modular Debugger Guide
Inverted relations, such as â‰±, âˆ‰, etc., are entered by following the non-inverted relation with a "/" or an "!". A
complete listing of Greek characters with corresponding input key combinations is provided in Appendix D, Values and
Variables.
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